Physics review
CASE STUDY:
How a Senior Tutor at Woodhouse College
uses Physics Review to teach A-level Physics
effectively
My students did well in the 2018 exams.
Usually between 60 and 70% of our
students get an A* to B in Physics,
sometimes more. When looking for
classroom resources for Physics
students, we try to find resources that
help to strengthen their literacy skills,
as their course does not require them to
read or write a lot.

“ The strength of Physics

Review is, you can usually find
an article in it that connects to
what you’re covering that lesson.
Because the articles in Physics
Review are pitched at the right
level for sixteen to seventeenyear olds, they go somewhat
beyond what the textbooks
would say and have good, clear,
colourful diagrams.

”

I find that the style of Physics Review is
good for getting students used to longer
questions. A lot of the new exam papers
have extended questions, meaning
that STEM students need to get used
to dealing with lots of text on the page.
Whereas previously the question would
have been only one or two lines long,
they are now five or six lines of text with
data and diagrams.
The students also use the ‘at a glance’
feature of the magazine – recently I
found a good one on quarks which
goes into a bit more detail than the
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textbook. We often set articles from
Physics Review as homework with
comprehension questions, or in the
last fifteen minutes of the lesson I will
either give the students a one or twopage article to read and make up some
questions to ask their neighbour, or set
the class a Q&A covering some of the
topics in the article.
Sometimes I read Physics Review
online in Dynamic Learning and
use it in lesson planning – reading
it can be inspiring. For example, I
was recently planning a lesson on
moments, and I was reading an article
in the magazine about forces and
moments on a basketball, which I then
used in a lesson. I found it more of a
contemporary example than some of
the exam questions – often they use
something like a shopping trolley, or an
old-fashioned weapon, as an example,
but I found the Physics Review article
gave me an idea or two for a new
way of talking about something in a
lesson. I’d never applied moments to a
basketball hoop before.
I find the working questions are quite
detailed; reading them is almost like
having a teacher there. When students
look at the exam mark scheme, it
gives them the bare bones to get the
marks, but the magazine gives them
the commentary as well. If you read it
out, it would almost be like a script. To
me, that feels more like how you would
explain it as a teacher.

See the resources that this Head of
Sciences uses overleaf ►
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“ Overall, I find Physics Review
a really good resource. It
can be difficult to get good
resources as a physics teacher,
so I am really grateful for it.

”
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What resources does this Head of Sciences use to teach A-level?
Physics Review Magazine
This A-level magazine makes cutting-edge physics research
accessible for students, increasing their confidence with data,
technical terms and practical experiments, and supporting
them to get their best grades. Also available: Biological
Sciences Review and Chemistry Review Magazines.

10%

£36 £40
Only £15 per student subscription

off

Physics Review Magazine Archive
A subscription to Physics Review Magazine Archive can enrich your
students’ knowledge, encourage independent learning and improve their
research skills. The Archive is a searchable database of 26 years’ worth of
back issues of Physics Review. Also available: Biological Sciences Review
and Chemistry Review Magazines.
Small cohort
Large cohort*

30%
off

£105 £150
£125 £175

Physics Review eMagazine
eMagazines are downloadable versions of the magazines purchased
on an individual basis and allocated to students through the Dynamic
Learning platform. Students can download and view their eMagazine
on any device or browser and access their personal copy on the
move. Sign up for a free 7-day trial online. Also available: Biological
Sciences Review and Chemistry Review eMagazines.
eMagazine access: £20 per student

How do Review magazine subscriptions work?
Subscribe to the print magazine for just £36 (£40) and your students save
60% with an associated subscription, receiving
Sign
their own subscriptions for £15 each. Please contact us for more details.

Try these resources in your school
Did you know that you can take a trial of any of our online A-level Science magazine resources, either for
7 days (eMagazines) or 30 days (online Archives) with no obligation? To find out more:
► Contact our Telesales Manager, Cettina Cross:
Phone: 01992 468999 • Email: Cettina.Cross@hoddereducation.co.uk
► Visit our website www.hoddereducation.co.uk/physreview19 and enter the code WN0007296 to claim
your discount
on the print magazine or Archive.
Subscribe to Business Review 2018–19 today – Fill in the order form on page 4 or contact Cettina in our magazines customer service team:
Cettina.Cross@hoddereducation.co.uk • 01992 468999
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*A small cohort is 26–99 students. A large cohort is 100+ students. All Dynamic Learning resources are subject to VAT.

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/physreview19
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